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Abstract—mRNA translation is a complex process involving the progression of ribosomes on the mRNA, resulting in the synthesis of
proteins, and is subject to multiple layers of regulation. This process has been modelled using different formalisms, both stochastic and
deterministic. Recently, we introduced a Probabilistic Boolean modelling framework for mRNA translation, which possesses the
advantage of tools for numerically exact computation of steady state probability distribution, without requiring simulation. Here, we
extend this model to incorporate both random sequential and parallel update rules, and demonstrate its effectiveness in various
settings, including its flexibility in accommodating additional static and dynamic biological complexities and its role in parameter
sensitivity analysis. In these applications, the results from the model analysis match those of TASEP model simulations. Importantly,
the proposed modelling framework maintains the stochastic aspects of mRNA translation and provides a way to exactly calculate
probability distributions, providing additional tools of analysis in this context. Finally, the proposed modelling methodology provides an
alternative approach to the understanding of the mRNA translation process, by bridging the gap between existing approaches,
providing new analysis tools, and contributing to a more robust platform for modelling and understanding translation.
Index Terms—mRNA translation, probabilistic Boolean networks, parallel update, recycle, regulation, sensitivity
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INTRODUCTION

m

RNA translation is a crucial step of protein synthesis
in cells. This process involves the production of the
protein from its corresponding mRNA, and is usually conceptualized and described in terms of ribosome movement
along the mRNA. This movement consists of three main
stages: first, the ribosome attaches to the mRNA to start the
translation (initiation), then the ribosome reads the codons
(triplet of nucleotides) on the mRNA to build the nascent
peptide chain (elongation) and finally the ribosome leaves
the mRNA releasing the completed peptide chain (termination) [1], [2]. Overlaid upon this basic process are other
layers of regulatory complexity. The combination of stochastic multi-ribosome transport, regulatory complexity
and other factors such as resource limitation contribute to
the intrinsic complexity of this process.
mRNA translation can be mathematically described by
various models. These models describe translation at different levels of abstraction and can be either deterministic or
stochastic [3], [4], [5]. At one extreme models of translation
may describe this process as a single ODE. At the other
extreme, the various individual movement steps of the ribosome as well as various biochemical (and even mechanochemical) steps can be described explicitly [6]. Depending
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on the goals of modelling, different stages may be described
in a very coarse-grained fashion, and the resulting models
can still capture essential aspects of the underlying process,
and make predictions which are mirrored experimentally
[7], [8], [9]. In this paper we will focus on codon-based models which aim at a description of ribosomal progression
along the mRNA, incorporating codon-based effects: this
may be regarded as a basic but representative commondenominator for mRNA translation, incorporating its basic
ingredients. In the codon-based models as depicted in
Fig. 1, the mRNA is represented by a one-dimensional lattice with each site being one codon on the mRNA, and the
dynamics of the process conceptually consists of three different types of events, corresponding to the three stages in
mRNA translation. These events represent the entry of the
ribosome from the leftmost end of the mRNA (initiation),
the hops of the ribosome one codon at a time to the right
(elongation) and the exit of the ribosome from the rightmost
end of the mRNA (termination), where the occurrence of
each event is associated with a stochastic rate [10], [11]. For
a ribosome to attach the mRNA, the first r codons (which is
the number of codons that a ribosome covers as it moves
along the mRNA) must be empty, and for the ribosome to
exit, its head must be at the last codon of the mRNA. Three
distinct features are observed from this model. First, each
codon on the mRNA can be occupied by no more than one
ribosome. Second, the ribosome can hop in only one direction. Third, multiple non-overlapping ribosomes can be on
the mRNA simultaneously [12]. This unidirectional, nonoverlapping ribosome movement (“traffic”) of the codonbased model can be mathematically described by ODEs,
Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (TASEP) [13],
[14], [15], Petri net [16] or other possible approaches. In particular, the TASEP model has been validated extensively
with experimental data, for S. cerevisiae [17], E. coli and
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Fig. 1. The codon-based lattice model for mRNA translation, where the
ribosome covers two codons on the mRNA. The entry and exit of the
ribosome are assumed to be instantaneous. a, b, and g are initiation, termination, and elongation rate constants, respectively.

B. subtilis [18], and so forth. These various models aim to
understand such features as steady state translation rates,
ribosomal distributions, average coverage and their dependence on different parameters.
Each of these modelling formalisms can be used effectively to make predictions in individual contexts. Furthermore, each formalism possesses certain advantages and
limitations (discussed in detail in [19]). For instance, ODE
models allow for the use of dynamical systems tools and
bifurcation analysis, but do not impose strict exclusion, stochastic models enforce strict exclusion but are generally less
tractable to effectively dissect. This motivates the need for
modelling and analysis tools which can retain the features
of the stochastic models but dissect them better.
Within the codon-based modelling framework, we
recently proposed a Probabilistic Boolean Network (PBN)
modelling and analysis framework [19]. The PBN model
shares the same model structure as TASEP (as illustrated in
Fig. 1) but treats the model structure from a different perspective by modelling the codon status as Boolean variables.
It is a codon-based, stochastic model, allowing for multicodon coverage (e.g., a ribosome covers two codons in
Fig. 1). Importantly the PBN framework allows for the use
of tools of analysis of Boolean networks to obtain exact
numerical solutions of the steady state distribution of the
mRNA, without simulation.
Recent experimental methods such as the advanced ribosomal profiling technique, allow for a more detailed and
comprehensive study of mRNA translation. Such techniques can provide information about ribosomal presence
and dynamic progression along the mRNA [20], [21], [22],
[23]. In addition many other aspects about the progression
of ribosomes are being uncovered, including codon dependent elongation rates, and different regulatory mechanisms.
In such a setting, tools which can allow for a systematic
analysis of different aspects of ribosomal progression and
their effect of translation become increasingly important.
Current tools include comprehensive, and coarse-grained
stochastic simulations as well as analytical and numerical
methods of dissecting mean-field models. However, there is
currently the need to analyse different aspects of ribosomal
progression in translation, which requires understanding
how different parameters and factors affect translation.
There is thus the need to go well beyond just steady state
codon coverage density and translation rate, and at the
same time understand how the stochastic aspects of translation are sensitive to parameter changes. Thus tools which
allow for dissection of stochastic behaviour and dependence
on parameters are valuable and the PBN model provides
new tools in this regard.
In fact, even for the calculation of the steady state codon
coverage density and translation rate, the PBN model
and associated analysis methods provides an alternative/
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additional tool. These steady state profiles can usually be
calculated using stochastic simulations and mean-field
TASEP (analytical or numerical). On the one hand, the essential stochastic effects in mRNA translation necessitate a large
number of sample simulations to be run for the steady state
analysis, which can be very time consuming, while the statistical average from sample simulations does not have absolute
guarantee of accuracy [24], [25], and assessing how the results
depend on parameters and auxiliary factors in this manner is
also time consuming. On the other, analytical solutions to
the mean-field TASEP are usually difficult, and either approximate analytical or numerical solution is required. Different from either time-consuming stochastic simulations or
approximate analytical solutions, the PBN model provides a
numerical but exact solution (without resorting to simulations) to the codon-based stochastic model for mRNA translation. Then, as an complementary analysis tool, the PBN
model provides an alternative capability of analysing the
mRNA translation process. Some of this analysis can be difficult for other approaches, as will be discussed later.
In order to interpret experimental data, a coarse-grained
TASEP-like model, called the ribosome flow model (RFM),
was proposed [26], which can either be stochastically simulated or analytically treated using the mean-field method.
Since both the PBN model and the RFM model share the
same model structure, the PBN model can be used in a similar coarse-grained way as well. Again, due to the stochastic
nature and the exact numeral calculation of the stochastic
distribution, the PBN model provides a useful complementary tool to the RFM model at the coarse-grained level, just
like its complementary role to simulations and mean-field
approaches in analysing TASEP models.
Overall the PBN model provides an alternative approach
to the understanding of the complex mRNA translation process. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the modelling and analysis
range from simple lumped ODE models, to comprehensive
detailed models incorporating biochemical reactions, ribosomal progression and other factors. Two approaches exist
for the comprehensive understanding of the complexities of
mRNA translation. One involves stochastic simulations of
the coarse-grained RFM or the codon-based TASEP, and the
other is deterministic analysis of such models using meanfield or other kinds of approximation. The PBN based
approach allows for the bridging of the gap between these
two approaches. Combined with the other approaches, it
provides a more unified approach for dissecting the complexity of translation.
In the context of the codon-based models for mRNA
translation, one has to specify the movement order, referred
to as the update rules, for the multiple ribosomes on the
mRNA. This is an important factor, since different update
rules can result in important differences in the resulting
steady state of the mRNA translation process [16], [19], [27].
The proposed PBN model has been developed for only one
often-used rule called the random-sequential update rule. It
has been realized that another rule, referred to as the parallel update rule, is also reasonable to mimic the mRNA translation process, and can be even more realistic in certain
respects [16], [19]. This fact justifies one of our purposes in
this work to extend the PBN model to the parallel update
rule. With this expanded PBN modelling framework, we
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Fig. 2. A spectrum of models of translation ranging from simple lumped ODE to detailed stochastic models accounting for many factors is depicted.
The coarse-grained ribosome flow model and the codon-based TASEP provide an approach to understanding the stochastic, complex mRNA translation process, based on deterministic analysis (mean-field approximation) or stochastic simulations. The PBN model can also be used at both the
coarse-grained and codon-based levels, thus providing a complementary approach, which is stochastic, along with tools for direct computation of
steady states.

then demonstrate the aforementioned advantages of the
PBN model by various example applications. Finally, the
extension of the PBN model to allow for the parallel update
rule completes the general framework of the PBN modelling
methodology.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. For
completeness we first introduce the basics of the PBN
model for the random-sequential update rule in Section 2.
The PBN model for the parallel update rule follows in
Section 3. Then, Section 4 discusses various contexts building on the basic translation process, where the PBN model
provides valuable information, not easily obtained from
other approaches, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Notation. The total codons on the mRNA and the number of the codons that a ribosome covers are represented
by n and r, respectively. The state of the n codons on the
mRNA, or the “mRNA state”, is denoted by a vector
x ¼ ½x1 . . . xn  where xi ¼ 1 means the ith codon is occupied by a ribosome and xi ¼ 0 means the ith codon is
empty. An event is identified by the position of the head
of the ribosome when the event occurs. The set of the possible events is then E :¼ fei : i 2 Ie g with the index set
being Ie :¼ f0; r; r þ 1; . . . ; ng, i.e., e0 the ribosome entry, en
the ribosome exit, and ei ; i ¼ r; r þ 1; . . . ; n  1 the ribosome hopping from codon i to i þ 1. Each event is associated with a rate, denoted by a for the entry, b for the exit
and g i ; i ¼ r; . . . ; n  1 for the hops, respectively. We also
use g 0 for a, g n for b, G :¼ fg i : i 2 Ie g being the set of the
event rates, for simplicity of notation.

2

PRELIMINARIES ON PBN WITH
RANDOM-SEQUENTIAL UPDATE

At the outset, we mention that the basic mRNA translation
process can be described in a Boolean setting. This is quite
natural as the coverage status of a codon is a Boolean variable. The translation process can then be cast in the framework of a Boolean network, with Boolean variables, rules
which define the transition between states and parameters
which define various stochastic transition rates. This has
been discussed in [19] and the main details for representing

the basic translation process in this setting are described in
the Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TCBB.2015.2478477. With this as a backdrop, we
now discuss how the mRNA translation process cast in
this form is simulated. This involves describing how this
Boolean network model is updated.

2.1 Simulating mRNA Translation with the
Random-Sequential Update Rule
The central aspects of the codon-based model are the event
rates, which are interpreted as follows. Within a sufficiently
small time interval dt, the probability of event ei to occur is
g i dt if the mRNA state at the time allows such an event to
occur; otherwise the probability is 0. Therefore, for mRNA
state x, the actual occurrence rate of event ei , denoted by
pei ðxÞ, is dependent not only on the event rate g i , but the
event occurrence probability, denoted by ci ðxÞ, thus leading to the following rate law,
pei ðxÞ ¼ ci ðxÞg i ;

(1)

where the event occurrence probability is determined by the
mRNA state x, as follows,
8
< P fxj ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; rg; i ¼ 0
(2)
ci ðxÞ ¼ P fxn ¼ 1g;
i¼n
:
i 6¼ 0; n:
P fxi ¼ 1; xiþ1 ¼ 0g;
The rate law itself does not completely define the codonbased model. Indeed, the model is updated in discrete time
steps and within one time step, more than one update event
can be allowed since multiple ribosomes are on the mRNA
simultaneously. This fact implies that an order of the update
events, termed as the “update rule”, has to be specified.
The popular random-sequential update rule assumes no
particular order of the update events, that is, at any time
step, the update event is chosen randomly with equal probability from all the update events in E. Its simulation
algoP
rithm is shown in Algorithm 1 where pai :¼ g i = i2Ie g i and
P
dta :¼ 1= i2Ie g i . For more details of the algorithm and its
alternatives, the reader is referred to [19].
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MS ¼ LS jRowðLS Þ2M; ColðLS Þ2M ;

Algorithm 1. Simulating mRNA Translation with the
Random-Sequential Update Rule
1) Given n, r and the event rates in G: entry rate a, exit rate b,
and hopping rates g i ; i ¼ r; . . . ; n  1.
2) At time t, simulate a random number according to the discrete distribution with the probability being fpai g, and determine the next event index i.
a) If i ¼ 0. A new ribosome enters and occupies codons
from 1 to r if they are empty; otherwise do nothing;
b) i ¼ n. The last r codons become empty if they are occupied; otherwise do nothing;
c) i 6¼ 0; n. The ribosome hops from i to i þ 1 if codon i is
occupied and i þ 1 empty; otherwise do nothing.
3) Let t ¼ t þ dta and repeat Step 2.

2.2

PBN as a Model for mRNA Translation with the
Random-Sequential Update Rule
Since the state of each codon on the mRNA is a Boolean
variable which can be either 1 (occupied) or 0 (empty), the
mRNA state is a Boolean vector, whose dynamics is governed by the update events, i.e., entry, hopping and exit of
the ribosome. Notice that each ribosome occupies consecutively r codons, thus making the possible mRNA states
(termed as the “effective mRNA states”) much less than 2n
which is the number of the states of a Boolean network with
n nodes. For example, for n ¼ 3, r ¼ 2, only three mRNA
sates are possible out of the eight Boolean states, i.e., ½1 1 0,
½0 1 1 and ½0 0 0, where we have assumed that the entry
and exit of the ribosome are instantaneous and this assumption is held throughout the paper. Therefore, our discussion
in what follows applies only to the effective mRNA states,
denoted by Mðn; rÞ and mn;r :¼ jMðn; rÞj is the number of
the effective mRNA states. We use M and m for simplification of notation.
Using a tool called the semi-tensor product for Boolean
networks [28], [29], [30], the update events can be fully and
uniquely described by a linear system (see Appendix, available in the online supplemental material), as follows,
xðt þ 1Þ ¼ Lt xðtÞ; xðtÞ 2 M;

(3)

where xðtÞ represents the mRNA state at time t and the
matrix Lt , referred to as the structure matrix, determines
the mRNA state update according to the update event. Since
there are n  r þ 2 possible update events in total, Lt is
therefore chosen probabilistically as follows, according to
Algorithm 1,
P fLt ¼ Li g ¼ pai ; i 2 Ie :

(4)

Take the expectation of (3), we have Exðt þ 1Þ ¼
LS ExðtÞ; xðtÞ 2 M, where LS , referred to as the transition
matrix, is defined by
LS :¼

X

pai Li :

(5)

i2Ie

The transition matrix LS can be reduced to only the effective mRNA states, thus leading to the following simplified
version,
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(6)

where MS is obtained by deleting from LS all the columns
and rows that do not belong to M. The transition matrix, LS
or MS then fully describes the mRNA translation dynamics
and thus defines the PBN model for the random-sequential
update rule.
For more details of the PBN model for the randomsequential update rule, the reader is referred to Appendix,
available in the online supplemental material, and [19].

3

PBN WITH PARALLEL UPDATE

3.1 The Parallel Update Rule
Unlike the random-sequential update rule where the update
event is chosen from all the possible update events leading
to events which are not completely independent from each
other, with the parallel update rule, the ribosomes move
independently from each other. Therefore, within one time
step, the random-sequential update rule updates only
one chosen event, while with the parallel update rule, all
the allowed events are updated simultaneously by their
individual update probabilities.
mRNA translation with the parallel update rule can be
simulated as in Algorithm 2, where the allowed events are
updated sequentially from the left to the right within a single time step, since the parallel update rule is equivalent to
this ordered-sequential update rule from the left [27]. For
mRNA state x, the probabilities of the allowed event ei
i
being updated is given as pbi ðxÞ ¼ maxgi2I
g i . Then the rate law
e

implies that g i dtb ¼ pbi ðxÞ, which further leads to the time
1
step of dtb ¼ maxi2I
g .
e i

The above definitions of pbi ðxÞ and dtb ensure that for
given mRNA state x, the events that are allowed and not
allowed to be updated are actually updated with rates
pbi ðxÞ=dtb ¼ g i and 0, respectively, and therefore this update
rule is still consistent with the rate law in (1), though it is
clearly different from the random-sequential update rule.

Algorithm 2. Simulating mRNA Translation with the
Parallel Update Rule
1) Given n, r and the event rates in G: entry rate a, exit rate b,
and hopping rates g i ; i ¼ r; . . . ; n  1.
2) At time t,
a) Check the current state xðtÞ to obtain all the possible
update events, Ie ðxÞ;
b) From the left to the right, update event ei 2 Ie ðxÞ with
probability pbi ðxÞ.
3) Let t ¼ t þ dtb and repeat Step 2.

3.2 PBN as a Model for mRNA Translation with the
Parallel Update Rule
An important feature of the PBN model with the randomsequential update rule is that the choice of the structure
matrix Lt (the update event) is independent from the mRNA
state, as shown in (3) and (4). At each time step, the update
event is chosen with fixed probability, and whether it is actually updated or not is determined by the structure matrix
and the mRNA state. This algorithm structure gives the
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constant transition matrices Li ; i 2 Ie , and then enables the
mean dynamics with LS and MS being defined in (5) and (6)
in a relatively straightforward way.
With the parallel update rule, however, the update varies
with the mRNA state. Indeed, for mRNA state x, denote by
I0e ðxÞ the index set of the allowed events, and then I0e ðxÞ will
be dependent on specific x and may contain multiple update
events. With the parallel update rule, any update event
in I0e ðxÞ is possibly (or not) updated. Therefore, the actual
update events within the time step can be any arbitrary combination of the kx :¼ jI0e ðxÞj possible update events, thus giving 2kx possible mRNA states at the next time step, with no
fixed structure matrix analogous to Lt in the randomsequential case being defined.
To define the PBN model for the parallel update rule, we
employ the underlying mathematical structure of the PBN
model as a Markov chain. Indeed, the PBN model for the
random-sequential update rule relies on the definition of
the transition matrix MS in (6). MS defines the transition
probability between any two effective mRNA states in M,
and consequently defines the Markov chain for the randomsequential update rule. For the parallel update rule, we
notice that the effective mRNA states remain unchanged.
Therefore, the PBN model for the parallel update rule can
be defined provided a similar transition matrix analogous
to MS can be given. In what follows, we define the transition
matrix directly from the underlying Markov chain, that is,
define the transition probability between any two effective
mRNA states for the parallel update rule, in the absence of
the linear system description in (3) and (4) for the randomsequential update rule. This is done, for any given effective
mRNA state, by finding all the possible mRNA states transferable by one step of parallel update and their corresponding probabilities.
To that end, let FðxÞ be the set of all the kx -dimensional
vector with each element being only 0 or 1. Then any
f :¼ ½f1 . . . fkx  2 F defines an event for the parallel update
rule, where fi ¼ 1 means the ith possible event is actually
updated and fi ¼ 0 the ith possible event being not chosen.
Similar to the update equation for the random-sequential
update rule as in (3), the update equation for the parallel
update rule can be written as follows,
xðt þ 1Þ ¼ Lfx xðtÞ; xðtÞ 2 M; f 2 F;

kx
Y
Lfx :¼
ðLji Þfi ;

(8)

where ji is the ith element in I0e ðxÞ. The matrix Lfx represents
the composite transition matrix which results from a parallel update in one time step.
Since the ribosome movements are independent, the
probability of the update event being described by Lfx is
then given by
pfx :¼ P fLpx ¼ Lfx g ¼

kx
Y
ðpbji Þfi ð1  pbji Þ1fi :
i¼1

MP :¼ ðpij Þ2m 2m ;

(10)

3.3 The Exact Steady State Distribution Derived
from the PBN Model
With the codon-based models for the mRNA translation
process, we are interested in steady state properties such as
the translation rate (the number of translated proteins per
unit time; or in the codon-based model the number of termination events per unit time), the codon coverage density
(the probability of the codon being covered by a ribosome,
the same as the term “density” in TASEP models), and the
state density (the probability of the mRNA state being a
specific one among M). Noticing the fact in the mRNA
translation process that any two effective mRNA states are
transferable and that any effective mRNA state can stay
unchanged with a certain positive probability, we are then
able to say that the underlying Markov chains for both the
random-sequential and the parallel update rules are irreducible and aperiodic. Therefore, limit (stationary) distributions, which is also the state density at the steady state of
the PBN models, exist for both update rules. Denote the limiting distribution for the parallel update rule by pP :¼ ½p1P
T
i
p2P . . . pm
P  , where pP is the probability of the mRNA state
being the ith in M (denoted by xi ), then pP can be calculated
by either of the following two equations,
MP pP ¼ pP ;

(11a)

lim MPi ¼ ½pP pP . . . pP :

(11b)

Similar conclusions apply to the random-sequential
update rule as well.
With the state density pP , the codon coverage density r
and the translation rate c at the steady state can be calculated as follows,
r¼

m
X

pi x i ;

(12a)

i¼1

c ¼ brn :
(9)

JULY/AUGUST 2016

where pij :¼ P fj ¼ Lfx xji ¼ xg ¼ pfx ; x 2 M denotes the
probability that an mRNA state of index i is transformed
into one of index j.
The transition matrix MP then defines the PBN model for
the parallel update rule, which is described by PBN, and
essentially based on a time-homogeneous Markov chain
governed by the transition matrix MP .

i!1

i¼1

NO. 4,

Unlike the random-sequential update rule in (3), (4) and
(5), for the parallel update rule described in (7), (8) and (9),
no similar transition matrix LS as in (5) can be directly
given, since Lfx and pfx are dependent on x for the parallel
update rule.
However, from the perspective of a Markov chain, (7), (8)
and (9) mean that for any effective mRNA state x, at the next
step it switches to Lfx x with probability pfx . With this, we are
able to construct the following transition matrix, similar as
MS in (6) for the random-sequential update rule,

(7)

where Lfx is defined by the product of all the transition
matrices whose element in f is 1, that is,

VOL. 13,

(12b)

The calculation procedure for the parallel update rule is
organized in Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 3. The PBN models and TASEP simulations produce the same steady state translation rate (Fig. 3a) and codon coverage density
(Fig. 3b) profiles for both the random-sequential and parallel updates.

Algorithm 3. Calculating the Steady State Profiles from
the PBN Model with the Parallel Update Rule
1) Given n, r, and the event rates in G: entry rate a, exit rate b,
and hopping rates g i .
2) Define the set of the effective mRNA states M.
3) For all x 2 M, define the transition probabilities as in (9),
thus giving the transition matrix MP in (10).
4) Determine the limit distribution by (11a) or (11b).
5) Calculate the codon coverage density and translation rate
profiles by (12a) and (12b).

Note that pP contains the stochastic distribution information of the mRNA being at any state, meaning that the
codon coverage density r and the translation rate c are but
two applications of pP . We will show by various examples
in the next section, how pP can provide valuable information which aids in the dissection of the translation process.
Remark 1. The number of the non-zero elements in MP for
P
the parallel update rule is x2M 2kx , while in MS for the
P
random-sequential rule this number becomes x2M kx .
In both cases the transition matrices MP and MS are
sparse and the random-sequential update rule yields an
even more sparse transition matrix, which can be understood from the different natures of the update rules. The
sparse nature of the transition matrices have been used
to improve the algorithm efficiency.
In the implementation of Algorithm 3, one particular
difficulty is to determine the set of the effective mRNA
states M, since decisions have to be made on 2n mRNA
states whether they are effective or not. In the current
implementation, a recursive algorithm is used, which is
one of the main sources of the feasible size constraint of
n in Algorithm 3.

4

USE OF PBN MODELLING FRAMEWORK FOR
DISSECTING MRNA TRANSLATION

In this section we consider several scenarios involving the
basic translation process. We start by demonstrating the correctness of the PBN model by comparing it with TASEP

simulations. We then examine mRNA translation with
added static and dynamic biological complexities to show
the applicability and flexibility of the PBN modelling framework. In these examples, we show that the PBN model can
be an alternative tool of analysis and also highlight the fact
that the stochastic distribution derived from the PBN model
can be useful in a systematic understanding of the intrinsic
complexity of mRNA translation, aspects of which are being
revealed by recent experimental approaches. With this analysis, we demonstrate that the PBN model can be used as a
general modelling framework for mRNA translation, complementing existing tools. The parameters used in the
following figures presented in this section are listed in
Appendix, available in the online supplemental material.

4.1 Exact Steady State Stochastic Distribution for
Basic mRNA Translation Process by the PBN
Model
As discussed earlier, the PBN models for both the randomsequential and parallel update rules are derived based on the
same assumptions made for corresponding TASEP simulations. Therefore, they should result in the same steady state
profiles. These profiles are calculated numerically but exactly
by the PBN models (without simulations), and are statistically averaged from sample simulations of the TASEP model.
To verify the correctness of the PBN models in Fig. 3 we
calculate the translation rate and the codon densities at the
steady state with varying initiation rates. A good match is
found and the minor differences between the PBN models
and TASEP simulations is likely due to the stochastic effects
in the TASEP simulations. This demonstrates the correctness of the PBN model, and provides a secure platform
allowing us to use the PBN models for mRNA translation in
other contexts.
The solution of the PBN model provides the stochastic
distribution of the mRNA being at any state, which contains
more information than just the translation rate and the
codon densities. For example, with the PBN model, we are
able to show the probabilities of the mRNA being occupied
by any number of ribosomes (Fig. 4a). We see that in the
case where a slow codon may be present, despite the faster
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Fig. 4. Applications of the stochastic distribution information obtained from the PBN model.

initiation rate constant of a ¼ 0:9, the translation process is
in a certain sense more resource optimized for the much
slower initiation rate a ¼ 0:1, since the latter case sees more
average ribosomes on the mRNA. This observation is further explained by the probabilities of ribosome queuing at
slow codon 3 (Fig. 4b) since the increased initiation rate,
though increasing the translation rate, results in higher
probability of ribosome queuing at the slow codon 3 which
decreases the translation efficiency.
In fact, we are able to show that for any a  0:1, the
mRNA state ½1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 which contributes to
the ribosome queuing at slow codon 3 occurs at the highest
probability, e.g., 19:23 percent for a ¼ 0:9, among all the
4,096 possible mRNA states. The unusually high probability
of the mRNA being at this specific state helps our understanding of the role of the slow codon, which can also be useful if we are to engineer or design circuits involving mRNA
translation with slow codons using synthetic or other means.

4.2

Modelling Additional Static Complexities:
Ribosome Recycle
The PBN model can accommodate additional biological
complexity. It has been suggested that in certain situations a
ribosome may reattach to the mRNA rather than enter into
the free pool when the beginning of the mRNA is not occupied by another ribosome, with the help of a so-called ribosome recycling factor [17], [31], [32]. This happens because of
the interactions between the 3’ end binding proteins (like
PABP) and the translational machinery due to the circularization of mRNA during translation. Such a recycling process
improves the effective use of ribosomes and consequently
increases the translation efficiency. Suppose the released
ribosome is recycled with probability  if the entry sites
allows it to. Then, a ribosome at the last codon will first leave
the mRNA, and in the case that the first r codons on the
mRNA are empty, it can reattach the beginning of the
mRNA with probability . Note that there are slightly different variants which can be used in modelling recycle, but that
is tangential to the focus of this paper.
This extra complexity can be easily incorporated in the
Boolean framework. As described in [19] the various events:
initiation, elongation and termination can be described as

appropriate Boolean functions, which facilitates the use of
analysis tools. A brief summary of relevant points is
included in the Appendix, available in the online supplemental material. In a similar manner, a recycle update event
can also be written as a Boolean function, as follows,

f~nr :

8
x1 ðt þ 1Þ
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
xr ðt þ 1Þ
>
>
>
> xrþ1 ðt þ 1Þ
>
<
>
>
>
>
x ðt þ 1Þ
>
> nr
>
>
xnrþ1 ðt þ 1Þ
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
xn ðt þ 1Þ

¼ ðxn ðtÞ ^ :xr ðtÞÞ _ x1 ðtÞ
..
.
¼ ðxn ðtÞ ^ :xr ðtÞÞ _ xr ðtÞ
¼ xrþ1 ðtÞ
..
.

(13)

¼ xnr ðtÞ
¼ ð:xn ðtÞÞ _ xr ðtÞÞ ^ xnrþ1 ðtÞ
..
.
¼ ð:xn ðtÞÞ _ xr ðtÞÞ ^ xn ðtÞ;

where the logic operators used are as follows: ^ for conjunction, or logic AND; _ for disjunction, or logic OR and : for
negation, or logic NOT. It is readily seen that the Boolean
function in (13) ensures that the released ribosome is
recycled provided the mRNA is ready to accept new ribosomes (that is, the first r codons on the mRNA are empty).
Adding this new update event with its probability to the
original PBN model leads to the PBN model for mRNA
translation with ribosome recycle. No particular difficulty is
caused by the inclusion of this biological complexity, for
both update rules.
We show the trajectory of the translation rate averaged
over time by TASEP simulations and compare it to the exact
value obtained by the PBN model in Fig. 5a, where a good
match is observed for both update rules. This exact solution
of the PBN model can be a great advantage, which will be
further discussed in Section 4.4.
On the other hand, due to ribosome recycle, the mRNA
state in which the mRNA is ready to accept new ribosomes
(the first r codons are empty) and release a ribosome (the
last r codons are occupied) at the same time, may lead to
the mRNA state that a new ribosome just enters (the first r
codons are occupied) and no ribosome is at the end of the
mRNA (the last r codons are empty). Denote the former by
½0    1 and the latter by ½1    0, and their occurrence
probability by p01 ðÞ and p10 ðÞ, respectively, where  is
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Fig. 5. The use of the PBN model in analyzing translation with ribosome recycle.

used to indicate the fact that these probabilities are dependent on the ribosome recycle probability . We may expect
that the larger the recycle probability is, the more the state
½1    0 can be correlated with ½0    1. Therefore, the
ðÞ
may be expected to be an
scaled ratio hh0 where h :¼ pp10
01 ðÞ
increasing function of ,. This is indeed found to be the case,
as demonstrated in Fig. 5b. This finding means that from
the ribosome profiling data of any translation process, the
unusually high correlation between the two states ½0    1
and ½1    0 may indicate the existence and strength of
ribosome recycle. This is useful knowledge which may not
be as straightforwardly obtained by other existing tools.

4.3

Modelling Added Dynamic Complexities:
Translation in the Presence of Feedback
Regulation
Section 4.2 shows that the PBN model can be readily modified to accommodate added biological complexities. The
added complexity shown there is however only static. By
“static” we mean the added complexity does not make the
event rates vary, although the added recycle probability
does complicate the system structure. Adding additional
constant rates (associated with events) to the PBN model
will not change the fundamental structure of the PBN
model, since the transition matrix for the underlying Markov chain can still be obtained as before. In these situations,
the construction and analysis of the PBN model is not essentially different from the basic case.
On the other hand, other types of biological complexities
exist, which make the event rates vary. Feedback regulation
is one typical example, where the rates (either initiation,
elongation or termination) are not constant, as result of
feedback [33]. We understand that the PBN model is based
on an underlying Markov chain which is essentially timehomogeneous, and the exact calculation of the steady state
profiles benefit from this characteristic. By breaking the
time-homogeneous characteristic of the PBN model, the
inclusion of dynamic complexities makes the exact calculation of the steady state profiles difficult.
We show here that, despite the absence of the exact calculation, the steady state profiles can be approximated iteratively by the PBN model in the presence of feedback

regulation, and this approximation can be obtained with
arbitrary accuracy.
To that end, we consider the negative autoregulation of
the initiation stage observed in the expression of the poly(A)binding protein (PABP), and borrow the model from [19],
where the initiation rate is assumed to evolve as follows,
a¼

1
aI ;
1 þ kI rI

(14)

where aI is interpreted as the maximum initiation rate, rI is
the protein concentration of PABP, and kI > 0 as a constant
controls the autoregulation strength.
We consider protein synthesis from translation, as
described above, with a constant protein degradation rate dI .
Therefore the protein concentration at steady state is given
by rI ¼ c=dI , where c is the translation rate. Assuming this
steady state is stable, this is the steady state which is reached.
For any fixed a, the PBN model can give rise to the exact
steady state. However, due to the existence of the initiation
regulation, a is varying with rI , and therefore, the steady
state of the above system cannot be calculated directly by
the PBN model.
The equation for rI at steady state can be used to calculate the steady state of the PBN model. There are multiple
ways of doing this. One way is to use a simple iterative
method: we start from some initial rI (and thus a) and calculate the corresponding translation rate c, use this to compute the new rI and iterate. By setting different tolerance
bounds, in principle the steady state can be calculated with
arbitrary accuracy. Other more sophisticated iterative methods are also possible, which may be facilitated by the direct
calculation of parametric sensitivities.
We show the translation rate at the steady state calculated by the aforementioned PBN-based method and compare it with TASEP simulations in Fig. 6a. A satisfactory
match is observed for both the random-sequential and parallel update rules. We also show the probabilities of a
stretch of the mRNA being empty change with varying
feedback strength in Fig. 6b. This information can be exactly
calculated by the PBN model (or approximated by simulations) and helps our understanding of how feedback
behaves and how it contributes to ribosomal progression
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Fig. 6. The use of the PBN model in the presence of dynamic feedback.

and mRNA coverage. What is more, the empty sections on
the mRNA may contribute to the instability of the mRNA
through other regulatory mechanism (not modelled herein).
For instance, it is reported that nonsense mediated decay
may be activated if a stretch of the mRNA is left uncovered
for sufficiently long time [34]. Therefore, Fig. 6b may then
indicate that large kI is not acceptable in practice.
In synthetic biology, the mRNA translation process is
often manipulated at the initiation stage, in order to rapidly
control protein synthesis at a low cost. In our model in (16),
this means that the maximum initiation rate aI can be
manipulated, and this manipulation can be done in various
ways, as the initiation rate is in fact determined by many
factors, which can be controlled by upstream signals. From
a control engineering perspective, the manipulation of aI
then introduces a feedforward control mechanism to the
existing feedback loop. Therefore, in such a case the varying
initiation rate a is controlled by both the intrinsic feedback
regulation and the extrinsic feedforward manipulation.

Fig. 7. PBN based exact numerical solution helps the sensitivity analysis
of translation rate on .

Basic control circuits are often designed based on very
simple descriptions of mRNA translation. It is worth
pointing out that any such circuit (and for that matter any
circuit involving transcription as well) involves the process
of translation. In such cases, codon-based features, queueing and stochasticity in translation can all play vital roles
and affect the behaviour of the circuit. Therefore systematically accounting for these aspects at the design stage is
important. Simulations alone are not a strong enough tool
for practical design guidance, especially when an interplay
of the above factors comes to the fore. In such a case the
PBN method can provide a valuable computational tool in
synthetic biology.
We can build on this case, and examine the case of more
complex synthetic genetic circuits, which contain translational control mechanisms (whether feedforward, feedback
or both). Again, while one way to model these circuits is
through ODE models, it is often desirable and necessary to
understand other aspects such as the effect of noise, or
the interplay between the synthetic circuits and host cells.
In these cases, it is necessary to model translation at multiple levels of granularity to understand these issues, and the
tools presented here can be extremely useful.

4.4 Exact Numerical Solution of PBN for Parameter
Sensitivity Analysis
The exact numerical solution of the PBN model can be useful
for the sensitivity analysis of translation with respect to
parameters. To show this we consider again the ribosome
recycle example in Section 4.2, and analyse the sensitivity of
the translation rate to the recycle probability  for given rates.
To that end, we calculate the translation rates for various
. This can be done by either TASEP simulations or the PBN
model. However, with a large n, the system is controlled by
many parameters and in some cases, the variation of  itself
does not lead to dramatic variations of the translation rate.
The exact calculation in this case is especially useful. We
show a sample analysis in Fig. 7. where we use the simulation times of T ¼ 150;000 and T ¼ 800;000, respectively.
Notice that both Figs. 7a and 7b are plotted using the same
data and the difference lies only in the different scales of the
y-axis. No significant difference is observed from Fig. 7a,
since for the two sample simulations, the maximum
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Fig. 8. Using PBN model for sensitivity analysis where the sensitivity is captured by the height (difference between the maximum and minimum
values) of the vertical lines corresponding to each mRNA state in Fig. 8a.

variations of the translation rate compared with the PBN
model are only around 0:8 percent for T ¼ 150;000 and
0:6 percent for T ¼ 800;000, respectively, and the maximum
difference between the two sample simulations is around
1 percent, hardly observable on the plot. However, when
we zoom in further in Fig. 7b we clearly see the smooth
increasing trend of the translation rate with  by the PBN
model, while for TASEP simulations, an inaccurate calculation distorts the observable pattern.
By increasing further the simulation time, one may
observe similar patterns from TASEP simulations as well,
but the point is, increasing the simulation time will dramatically increase the computational resources requirement and
more importantly, whatever the simulation time is, we may
never be absolutely confident with the results obtained in
this manner (for instance if the accuracy in a certain parameter regime requires greater time integration). In this sense
the exact numerical calculation provided by the PBN model
is extremely valuable.
In this context it is worth pointing out that the sensitivities
of the stationary distribution with respect to parameters can
be obtained directly, without necessarily performing any
finite difference operation. Indeed, it is possible to directly
differentiate the equation determining the stationary distribution (with also the fact that the sum of sensitivities of different state densities with respect to parameters is zero), to
obtain the relevant sensitivities using matrix vector products.
The exact stochastic distribution obtained by the PBN
model makes it possible for us to investigate the sensitivity of
specific mRNA states. In Fig. 8a, we plot the occurrence probabilities of some randomly chosen mRNA states (in the basic
case of translation without recycle) with varying initiation
rates from a ¼ 0:1 to a ¼ 0:9 with the increasing step being
0:01, where the mRNA states labelled for the x axis are the
decimal value of the binary expression of the mRNA states,
e.g., “85” represents mRNA state ½0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1.
Hence, the height of the vertical line for each state (composed
of all the occurrence probabilities produced with the initiation rates between a ¼ 0:1 to a ¼ 0:9 with the increasing step
0:01) is then an indication of the sensitivity of that mRNA
state to varying initiation rates. In this regard different
mRNA states have dramatically different sensitivity levels.
On the other hand, the occurrence probabilities of more than

2=3 mRNA states are found not to change monotonically
with the initiation rate, as illustrated in Fig. 8b for the mRNA
state ½0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0. This calculations is based on
the initiation rate range of 0.1-0.9, hence more non-monotonic
states may be expected if this range is further extended. This
finding again points to the fact that understanding translation
at the mRNA state level, as required by the ribosome profiling data, necessitates stochastic codon-based models and
appropriate tools of analysis for its effective dissection.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The TASEP and PBN models describe the same process of
mRNA translation but are developed and analysed from
very different perspectives. The TASEP model regards the
mRNA translation process as a particle transportation system (and a related many-body system) while the PBN
model treats the process as a Boolean network with its state
evolution being governed by an underlying Markov chain.
Hence the PBN model provides a useful complementary
perspective for modelling mRNA translation. As mentioned
earlier, methods of analysis of such PBN models served to
bridge the gap between mean field analysis of TASEP models and stochastic simulations. In addition, PBN models of
moderate size themselves bridge the gap between simple
lumped ODE models and detailed codon-based stochastic
models. Therefore, such models create bridges between different models and different methods of analysis contributing to a consolidated and secure platform for modelling
translation in systems and synthetic biology.
We have developed and extended the PBN modelling
framework to incorporate both random-sequential and parallel update rules. The parallel update rule is an alternative reasonable (perhaps, in some respects even more preferable)
possibility for modelling mRNA translation, while relevant
studies are rare [16]. This is probably because the TASEP
models with the parallel update rule are more difficult to handle. In contrast, except for the possible requirement of more
computational resources (the resulting transition matrix
of the parallel update rule is less sparse compared to the
random-sequential case), the PBN model with the parallel
update rule is not much more difficult to construct and analyse compared to such a model with the random-sequential
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update rule. This thus makes the PBN model particularly useful in the case of the parallel update rule.
The computational complexity of the PBN model
increases exponentially with the increase of the system size,
as the number of the effective mRNA states increases exponentially with n (but decreases with r). This fact means that
the PBN model may not be able to directly model and analyse translation at single codon resolution a lot of mRNAs.
However, as mentioned earlier, the PBN model can be used
in a coarse-grained manner for this purpose. Indeed, a
coarse-grained approach called the “ribosome flow model”
has already been reported in other settings [26], [35], [36].
This model coarse-grains the codons on the mRNA into segments, resulting in the same model structure as the PBN
model as illustrated in Fig. 1 with single coverage (r ¼ 1). In
[26], the authors developed coarse grained models incorporating available data on tRNA concentrations and activation
energies of each step. This was done for cellular systems
ranging from bacteria to human: S. cerevisiae, S. pombe,
E. coli, and Human liver. This predicted successfully the fundamental features of the translation process, including the
translation rate, ribosome densities, etc. and the relations
between all the variables. The ribosome flow model outperformed other often used predictors like the tAI [37]. This
makes the ribosome flow model, and consequently similar
coarse-grained models such as the PBN model, a very useful
tool in analysing mRNA translation and connecting with
experimental data. It is reported that the size of the segments being between 25-35 codons results in the best correlation between the coarse-grained model and the biological
data, which corresponds to the system size of about 1518 coarse grained segments for most mRNAs. In such cases,
most mRNAs are within the computational limit of the PBN
model, since this can be implemented on a personal computer without optimizing the algorithm efficiency. Hence,
the fact that the PBN model shares the same model structure
as the ribosome flow model and that the size of the coarsegrained model can be easily handled by the PBN model,
then enable the PBN model to be well positioned to interpret biological data. On the other hand, the PBN model has
its own value even independent of experimental data, that
is, the exact calculation of the PBN model provides us with
distinct advantages compared to the stochastic simulations,
as based on exact calculations, we are able to infer general
properties and trends of the mRNA translation process with
more confidence from sample systems with moderate sizes.
For that purpose, the limitations on the computational efficiency is not an essential issue.
The emerging ribosome profiling technique provides an
additional context for using the stochastic PBN tool. To
interpret genome scale data, we need analysis tools that can
provide more than just averaged properties such as the
translation rate and codon coverage density, and the exact
stochastic distribution of the mRNA states derived by the
PBN approach can be useful for this purpose. In addition,
for modelling and understanding such a complicated system, it is important to understand how different aspects of
the stationary distribution vary with parameters and the
PBN model provides value here too.
mRNA translation is a highly complex process regulated
at multiple levels, enabling other complex behaviour.
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For example, if the initiation rate in (14) is regulated via positive feedback, the translation process is then found to possess
bistability. Mean-field TASEP models are convenient tools to
analyse such behaviour due to the dynamical systems framework. However, the stochastic steady state distribution(s) is
not available. Stochastic simulations are a useful, but far
from sufficient tool to investigate bistability due to the lack
of clear mapping from parameter variations to the steady
states using simulations. In this case the PBN model provides
a valuable tool, which can numerically calculate all the
steady states (not mean-field approximated) with also the
corresponding detailed stochastic distributions. Further, we
may be able to use mean-field TASEP and the PBN tools in
conjunction to investigate such complex dynamics: meanfield TASEP conveniently allows us to understand the deterministic dynamics and get estimates of relevant parameter
regimes, based on which stochastic distributions can be calculated by the PBN tool. Finally, it is worth pointing out that
the stochastic distribution of the unstable steady state can be
also calculated. This cannot be obtained either from stochastic simulations or mean-field approaches. This can allow for
an understanding of stochastic evolution from this state (paralleling similar studies in deterministic dynamical systems).
Further the ability to compute distributions of unstable
steady states provides further information if one wishes to
monitor or manipulate both aspects of the steady state distribution and stability through synthetic or other means.
Overall, we see that the PBN model and analysis tools
allow us to probe aspects of translation and discern clear
trends through approaches which complement simulation.
Thus the stationary distribution, and in fact sensitivities of
the stationary distribution can be obtained for given parameter values directly. There are a number of situations where
such capabilities may be especially useful.
In systems biology, many regulatory steps in translation
are being uncovered. These regulatory steps are at multiple
levels and related to other parts of the cellular system, and
therefore systematic modelling frameworks are required for
understanding the translation process accounting for this
[2], [33], [38]. In synthetic biology, individual steps of translation are manipulated through multiple approaches,
including feedforward and feedback regulation. Synthetic
biology is now engineering riboswitches, ribozymes, small
RNAs [39], [40], and other possible regulatory molecules to
regulate protein synthesis, suggesting that sophisticated
dynamic regulation of protein synthesis may be possible in
the future. Developing more complex circuits which include
such regulation naturally thus requires the use of such tools.
Even circuits which are built through transcriptional regulation, involve translation and protein synthesis as part of the
circuit. While ODE models may be partially useful in some
of these cases, if one requires a systematic understanding of
system or circuit behaviour, determining the effect of stochasticity and examining the interaction between the translation system and its surroundings, such tools become very
important. The broader need for synthetic biology to confront the complexity of biology is being acknowledged [41],
and likewise sophisticated engineering of translation needs
to account for the complexity of translation. Such tools are
also useful if it is desired to optimize certain aspects of the
translation process and protein synthesis in biotechnology.
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It is worth emphasizing that one combine detailed stochastic simulations, mean-field and ODE approaches, and
the PBN approach as a broad toolkit for dissecting and
manipulating translation and protein synthesis, since each
tool presents unique advantages. Stochastic simulations
can be performed on relatively large size systems, incorporating a lot of detail, and including stochastic effects.
Mean-field and ODE approaches present effective tools of
analysis, including the dynamical systems framework. The
PBN model provides stochastic information and a direct
tool of analysis without requiring repeated simulations,
allowing for the dissection of the interplay between system
features, parameters and stochastic aspects. Finally it is
worth pointing out that the elucidation of other molecular
traffic processes such as transport by motors (which are
not necessarily unidirectional) can be also benefit from
such tools [42], [43].
All our discussions and analysis show that, the flexibility,
the exact numerical solution and the role as a bridging tool,
make the PBN model a very valuable tool for understanding
the complexity of mRNA translation.
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